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emphasized the "general orientation and ambience" of service delivery while 
non-loyal customers were influenced more by economic and convenience 
factors (Jain, Pinson and Malhotra 1987, p. 59). Similarly, "churn levels" of 
private banking customers seem to be reducible through a program of intensive 
interaction (Fie and Prince 1993). Anderson and Weitz (1989) found that stable 
dyads (i.e., loyal customers) in industrial channels were characterized by cordial 
interpersonal relationships. 

The importance of customer interaction derives from the nature of services. 
Czepiel(l990) asserts that service encounters are " f i t  and foremostn@. 305) social 
encounters. Social aspects of service encounters (Iacobucci, Grayson and Ostrom 
1994) and "relational selling behaviorsn (Crosby, Evans and Cowles 1990) have 
been associated with quality perceptions and even buying decisions (Dell 1991). 

Yet, social dynamics of service encounters can be problematic for at least 
two reasons. First, there can be wide variance in the way patrons define and 
evaluate "social aspects" of a single service category; the restaurant can range 
from a place for routine consumption of well-prepared meals to a "hangout" 
or second home (Oldenburg 1989). Second, conflicting social norms often 
emerge during a single service encounter. People tend to have fairly welldefined 
scripts by which to interact socially with family members and economically 
with service providers. For example, monetary appreciation of restaurant 
servers is widely regarded as appropriate (Lynn, Zinkhan and Hams 1993) 
while monetary appreciation of close relatives is highly inappropriate (Webley, 
Lea and Portalska 1983). At the same time, due to increased urbanization and 
mobility, consumers often turn to service providers rather than family or friends 
during times of personal stress (Adelman, Ahuvia and Goodwin 1994; Gentry 
and Goodwin forthcoming). As providers enact behaviors traditionally 
associated with friends and family, the relationship itself is transformed. 

We propose to probe more deeply into the social aspects of service encounters 
that (I) encourage customers to define themselves as loyal and (2) influence 
responses of service providers to customers they view as loyal. While nearly 
all customers introduce social aspects of service into their definition of service 
loyalty, we suggest that some customers will focus on the "service" and others 
on the "relationships." For the latter, service relationships resemble family and 
close friends, and social aspects of the service encounters will resemble those 
traditionally associated with the personal realm. The former will emphasize 
style of service delivery. 

We suggest that the difference is one of substance, not merely style. The 
distinction is important, because the way participants define a relationship will 
influence their interpretation of specific behaviors of their role partners 
(Berscheid 1994; Hobfoll and Stokes 1988). In a service context, behaviors can 
be viewed as intrusive, aloof or supportive depending on the personal 
relationship between customer and provider. We introduce a theoretical 
approach to understand and classify social aspects of services. 
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The concept of provider personalization was also recognized. Nancy, a bank 
teller, says that one of her customers "waits for my window. If I'm in the drive- 
through, hell come out there." Kenny, a bookstore manager, describes a clerk 
whose loyal customers "have followed her all over the city." Ellen said she 
thought customers liked to see a familiar face. 

Friendliness and Empathy 

The term "friendliness" was used by both providers and customers, but 
"rapportn and "respect" were used by providers. Examples from providers 
include: 

Friendliness of the staff is important (Gary). 

Friendly services [will] make them have a personal bond, as opposed to just calling your 
utility company or something (Thomas). 

They [customers] get common courtesies, such as "yes ma'am, no ma'am" (Barry). 

We try to treat each customer with respect (Darlene). 

They know how they are going to be treated-with courtesy and respect (Julie). 

Providers did echo customer concerns with helpfulness. Several providers 
said they would help customers obtain the core service more easily: 

We walk people through [the computer store] and answer their questions (Orville). 

I don't know how many people I escort down to the [bookstore] section they've asked for 
(Kenny). 

Helping was seen as a form of caring, of doing something extra, rather than 
a form of friendliness. Robert spoke of "taking care of customers"-offering 
them a free rental car or a ride while a car was being serviced. The metaphor 
"go the extra mile" was used by Orville, Darlene and Rita. Carole emphasized 
the need to "go above and beyond." 

Providers also echoed customer references to caring. A clinic nurse (Patsy) 
said some of their patients are "kids now coming back with their kids . . . it's 
like a family." She adds: 

I think there is a real caring that comes across to people . . . a sense of comfort in knowing 
that we know them and raised them, and now we are raising their children. 

lour loyal customers] feel comfortable calling us first . .. taking an active interest in their 
pets is the number one thing (Gary). 
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TaMe 3. Summary of Service Encounter Behaviors 
Initiated By: FUNCTIONAL 

CUSTOMER Essential self-disclosure3 
Requests for help1 
Being comfortable1 

PROVIDER ~riendliness~ 
Courtesy3 
~espect' 
Helps customer3 
Builds rappod 
~iscoun~thanks~ 

COMMUNAL 

Non-essential self-disclosure3 
Gifts to providersZ 

jokes1 
cards1 
Attends funeralsZ 
Visits customersZ 
Asks about family' 

Nofer. 'Mentioned by customers 
'Mentioned by providers 
'Mentioned by both customers and providers 

We classified social aspects of service encounters based on whether the 
behaviors were initiated by provider or consumer, and whether functional or 
communal. An important outcome of this study is the awareness that customers 
as well as providers contribute to the relationship. Recent research suggests 
that a friendly, spontaneous interaction with customers can contribute to the 
service provider's job satisfaction (Tolich 1993), while industrial salespeople 
sometimes turn to customers for emotional support (Goodwin and Mayo 
1993). Although researchers recognize that customers can influence each other's 
service experience, particularly in unstructured settings (Amould and Price 
1993), the customer's contribution to relationship definition deserves attention. 
Solomon et al. (1985) recognized that customers read from scripts, but perhaps 
it is important to emphasize that they also serve as coauthors. 

As we noted, providers mentioned receiving gifts from customers, while 
customers did not mention giving gifts to providers. On the other hand, 
customers but not providers mentioned choosing service providers who were 
friends (e.g., neighbors, attended the same church, belonged to same fraternity). 
These asymmetries of salience suggest potentially interesting areas for future 
research. Additionally, a small-town study might offer numerous examples of 
the overlap between friendship and exchange relationships. 

Although this study used a limited sample that precludes extensive 
generalization, we suggest that some implications for research &n be derived 
by comparing customer and provider data. Social dimensions of a service 
encounter seem to be similar but not identical for customers and providers: 
both groups emphasize friendliness, but appreciation and trust seem to be 
viewed differently. Not surprisingly, providers are more instrumental than 
customers as they discuss the social dynamics of service encounters: they viewed 
social dynamics as proactive measures to build business. Providers emphasize 
the tools of social interaction: environmental setting, employees and policies. 
As expected, customers emphasize outcomes and behaviors. 
















